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We present the first extraction of the transversity distribution in the framework of collinear fac-
torization based on the global analysis of pion-pair production in deep-inelastic scattering and in
proton-proton collisions with a transversely polarized proton. The extraction relies on the knowl-
edge of di-hadron fragmentation functions, which are taken from the analysis of electron-positron
annihilation data. For the first time, the transversity is extracted from a global analysis similar to
what is usually done for the spin-averaged and helicity distributions. The knowledge of transversity
is important for, among other things, detecting possible signals of new physics in high-precision
low-energy experiments.
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Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs) describe the in-
ternal structure of hadrons in terms of number densities
of confined quarks and gluons. If parton transverse mo-
menta are integrated over, the complete spin structure of
the nucleon at leading twist is described in terms of three
PDFs: the spin-averaged PDF f1, the helicity PDF g1,
and the transversity PDF h1. The knowledge of PDFs is
crucial for the interpretation of high-energy experiments
involving hadrons and for detecting signals of new physics
beyond the Standard Model (BSM). Transversity has re-
cently received increasing attention because of the im-
portance of a precise determination of its integral, the
so-called tensor charge δq (for a flavor q) [1]. In neutron
β-decays, BSM effects can arise from the interference be-
tween SM operators and a new possible tensor operator
whose coupling involves δq [2]. Similarly, δq enters the
expression of the fermionic electric dipole moment that
could constrain new possible CP-violating couplings in
some BSM theories [3, 4]. In this Letter, we present an
extraction of transversity at leading order (LO) in the
strong coupling constant αs. For the first time we per-
form a global analysis of data on deep-inelastic scattering
(DIS) and proton-proton collisions, i.e. for the first time
we make a global analysis similar to what is usually done
for the spin-averaged and the helicity distributions.
The PDFs f1 and g1 are nowadays fairly well deter-
mined (see, e.g., Refs. [5, 6] and references therein).
On the contrary, we have a limited knowledge on h1.
Transversity describes the correlation between the trans-
verse polarization of the nucleon and the transverse po-
larization of its constituent partons. The chiral-odd
nature of h1 makes it hard to extract it from exper-
imental data because in the cross section transversity
must always be paired to another chiral-odd object [7].
Transversity was extracted for the first time from data on
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single-particle semi-inclusive DIS (SIDIS) [8] where the
cross section contains an azimuthal modulation propor-
tional to the convolution h1 ⊗ H⊥1 involving the chiral-
odd Collins fragmentation function H⊥1 [9]. However,
the convolution h1 ⊗ H⊥1 involves the transverse mo-
menta of quarks. Therefore, the evolution of the vari-
ous partonic functions among different experimental en-
ergies must be described in the framework of transverse-
momentum dependent factorization, which depends also
on non-perturbative parameters [10]. More importantly,
this analysis of the so-called Collins effect cannot be
extended to hadronic collisions because of factorization
breaking contributions [11].
An alternative method to access the transversity PDF
requires only standard collinear factorization, thus avoid-
ing the above complications and limitations. It considers
the semi-inclusive production of two hadrons with small
invariant mass [12], and is based on the correlation be-
tween the transverse polarization of the quark fragment-
ing into the two hadrons and their transverse relative mo-
mentum [13]. In this case, the di-hadron SIDIS cross sec-
tion (once integrated over partonic transverse momenta)
contains a specific modulation in the azimuthal orien-
tation of the plane containing the momenta of the two
hadrons. The coefficient of this modulation is the simple
product h1H
^
1 where H
^
1 is a chiral-odd di-hadron frag-
mentation function (DiFF) quantifying the above corre-
lation [14–16]. The function H^1 can be independently
determined by looking at correlations between the az-
imuthal orientations of two hadron pairs in back-to-back
jets in e+e− annihilation [17–19]. The advantage of this
method with respect to the Collins effect is that collinear
factorization makes it possible to isolate the same combi-
nation h1H
^
1 also in proton-proton collisions [20], giving
rise to an azimuthally asymmetric distribution of the fi-
nal hadron pair when one of the two initial protons is
transversely polarized [21].
Experimental data for the SIDIS asymmetry in the
azimuthal distribution of final (pi+pi−) pairs were first
collected by the HERMES collaboration for a transversely
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2polarized proton target [22], and by the COMPASS collab-
oration for polarized protons and deuterons [23–25]. The
azimuthal asymmetry in the distribution of back-to-back
(pi+pi−) pairs in e+e− annihilation was measured by the
BELLE collaboration [26], opening the way to the first
parametrization of H^1 for the up and down quarks [19].
This result was used in combination with the SIDIS data
to extract the valence components of h1 [27–29]. Re-
cently, the STAR collaboration released the first results for
the relevant asymmetry in the azimuthal distribution of
(pi+pi−) pairs produced in proton-proton collisions with
a transversely polarized proton [30]. Here, we present for
the first time the extraction of the transversity PDF h1
from a global fit of all these data.
For the SIDIS process e[k] + A↑[P ] → e′[k′] +
(pi+pi−)[Ph] + X, where an electron with 4-momentum
k scatters off a transversely polarized proton (A = p) or
deuteron (A = d) with 4-momentum P at the hard scale
Q2 = −q2 = −(k − k′)2 ≥ 0 producing a (pi+pi−) pair
with total 4-momentum Ph and relative 4-momentum R
plus any number of undetected hadrons (X), the rel-
evant asymmetry at leading twist (usually denoted as
A
sin(φR+φS) sin θ
UT [27–29]) can be written as
ADIS(x,Q
2) = −Cy
∑
q e
2
q h
q
1(x,Q
2)n↑q(Q
2)∑
q e
2
q f
q
1 (x,Q
2)nq(Q2)
, (1)
where x = Q2/(2P ·q) is the fractional momentum of the
initial quark, Cy is a coefficient depending on the average
value of the fractional beam energy loss y = P · q/(P ·k),
eq is the fractional electric charge of a quark q, and
nq(Q
2) =
∫
dz
∫
dMhD
q
1(z,Mh, Q
2)
n↑q(Q
2) =
∫
dz
∫
dMh
|R|
Mh
H^ q1 (z,Mh, Q
2) , (2)
where z = P ·Ph/(P · q) = zpi+ + zpi− is the fractional en-
ergy carried by the (pi+pi−) pair, Mh is its invariant mass
(M2h = P
2
h  Q2), and the DiFFs Dq1 and H^ q1 describe
the fragmentation into the (pi+pi−) pair of an unpolarized
or transversely polarized quark q, respectively. Data was
collected in bins of x, z, and Mh, for (pi
+pi−) pairs and for
final unidentified (h+h−) pairs [23, 24]. Since our goal is
to extract transversity from data for the inclusive (pi+pi−)
production, here we consider the data set for identified
(pi+pi−) pairs with only the bins in x [22, 25], whose av-
erage value spans the range 0.0065 ≤ 〈x〉 ≤ 0.133 corre-
sponding to the average scale range 1.232 ≤ 〈Q2〉 ≤ 31.5
GeV2.
The unknown factors nq, n
↑
q of Eq. (2) can be in-
ferred from the process e+[k¯] + e−[k] → (pi+pi−)[Ph] +
(pi+pi−)[P¯h] + X at the hard scale Q2 = (k + k¯)2 ≥ 0,
where the two (pi+pi−) pairs are emitted in opposite
hemispheres (ensured by the condition Ph · P¯h ≈ Q2).
By summing the (pi+pi−) pairs of one hemisphere, the
so-called Artru-Collins asymmetry (usually denoted as
Acos(φR+φR¯) [17–19, 31, 32] or a12R in the BELLE publi-
cation [26]) is given by
Ae+e−(z,Mh, Q
2) = −Cθ2
|R|
Mh
×
∑
q e
2
qH
^ q
1 (z,Mh, Q
2)n↑q(Q
2)∑
q e
2
q D
q
1(z,Mh, Q
2)nq(Q2)
, (3)
where Cθ2 is a coefficient depending on the average value
of the angle θ2 between the k¯ and Ph directions. The
Dq1 is parametrized to reproduce the two-pion yield of
the PYTHIA event generator tuned to the BELLE kine-
matics [19]. Data span the range 0.2 ≤ z ≤ 1 and
0.3 ≤Mh ≤ 1.2 GeV at Q = 10 GeV. (When this Letter
was being finalized, the BELLE collaboration has officially
published the first data for the differential di-hadron mul-
tiplicities [33]. We will use these data in a future work
to parametrize the unpolarized DiFF D1 directly from
experiment.)
The same elementary mechanism h1H
^
1 active in SIDIS
generates an azimuthal asymmetry also in the p[PA] +
p↑[PB ] → (pi+pi−)[Ph] + X process [20], where a pro-
ton with 4-momentum PA collides with a transversely
polarized proton with 4-momentum PB . After integrat-
ing over the partonic transverse momenta, the total 4-
momentum Ph of the (pi
+pi−) pair has no transverse com-
ponent with respect to the fragmenting quark momentum
but it can have the transverse component PhT with re-
spect to PA. The P
2
hT represents the hard scale of the
process (P 2hT  M2h = P 2h ). If we identify the reaction
plane by (PA,Ph), the relevant asymmetry in the az-
imuthal distribution of (pi+pi−) pairs with respect to the
reaction plane (usually denoted as AUT [21, 30]) is given
at leading twist by
App(η, |PhT |,Mh) = pi
4
|R|
Mh
H(η, |PhT |,Mh)
D(η, |PhT |,Mh) , (4)
where η is the pseudorapidity of the hadron pair with
respect to the beam PA, and
H(η, |PhT |,Mh) =
∑
a,b,c,d
∫
dxa dxb
zh
fa1 (xa)h
b
1(xb)
× d∆σab↑→c↑d
dtˆ
H^ c1 (zh,Mh) , (5)
D(η, |PhT |,Mh) =
∑
a,b,c,d
∫
dxa dxb
zh
fa1 (xa) f
b
1(xb)
× dσab→cd
dtˆ
Dc1(zh,Mh) . (6)
The dependence upon the hard scale P 2hT is understood
in all PDFs and DiFFs. The elementary annihilation
of partons a and b (carrying fractional momenta xa and
xb, respectively) into the partons c and d is described
by the cross section dσ, while d∆σ refers to the transfer
of transverse polarization in the same mechanism [20].
Both cross sections are differential in tˆ = t xa/zh, where
3t = (PA−PB)2 and zh is the fractional energy carried by
the pion pair, which is related by momentum conserva-
tion to P 2hT , η, xa, xb, and s = (PA + PB)
2 (the squared
center-of-mass energy in the collision) [20]. Data for App
were collected by the STAR collaboration at
√
s = 200
GeV [30] in bins of η, |PhT |, and Mh, after integrating
on the complementary variables. The average values are
limited to the ranges −0.84 ≤ η ≤ 0.84, 3 ≤ |PhT | ≤ 13
GeV, and 0.3 ≤ Mh ≤ 1.2 GeV, which correspond to
0.15 . 〈x〉 . 0.3 in SIDIS but at a larger hard scale.
In order to reduce the computational time, following
Ref. [34] we rewrite the parameter-dependent part of
Eq. (5) in Mellin space (see [35]). In order to exploit this
workaround, it is crucial that the Mellin transform of h1
can be analytically calculated at any scale. The func-
tional form adopted in previous fits of di-hadron SIDIS
data does not match this criterion [28, 29]. Here, we
have modified it, but kept its main features: a) satisfy-
ing the Soffer inequality at any scale Q2; b) having a high
degree of flexibility with up to three nodes in x. Since
the Soffer bound is valid for each quark and antiquark
and we need to parametrize their valence combination
qv = q − q¯, we constrain the transversity by taking the
sum of Soffer bounds for both quarks and antiquarks [28].
At Q20 = 1 GeV
2, the general structure of the functional
form is given by
xhqv1 (x,Q
2
0) = F
q(x)F qSB(x) , (7)
where F qSB(x) is a fit to the sum of the Soffer bounds for
q and q¯ at Q20 [35] and
F q(x) = NqF
Fq(x)
maxx[|Fq(x)|] , (8)
Fq(x) = xAq [1 +Bq T1(x) + Cq T2(x) +Dq T3(x)] .
The Tn(x) are the Cebyshev polynomials of order n. The
NqF , Aq, Bq, Cq, Dq, are fitting parameters. Simplifying
assumptions on the isospin symmetry of DiFFs allow
us to access only the valence components of transver-
sity [27, 36]; hence, we have in total 10 free parameters.
If we impose the constraint |NqF | ≤ 1, then |F q(x)| ≤ 1
for all x, and the transversity of Eq. (7) automatically
satisfies the Soffer inequality at any scale [37]. In this
Letter, we keep for f1 and g1 the same parametrizations
as in our previous fits (MSTW08 at LO for f1 [38] and
DSSV for g1 [39]). [We checked that replacing DSSV with
more recent parametrizations of g1 (like JAM15 [40] or
JAM17 [41]) does not make any relevant change to our
results within the current experimental and theoretical
uncertainties.] With this choice, the Soffer bound at Q20
can be reproduced by the FSB at 1% accuracy in the
range 0.001 ≤ x ≤ 1 [35]. From Eqs. (7) and (8), we
deduce that xhqv1 (x) ≈ xAq+aq at very small x. This
asymptotic behavior is strongly constrained by requiring
that the tensor charge
δq(Q2) =
∫ 1
0
dxhqv1 (x,Q
2) (9)
is finite. We numerically evaluate the integral in the
range [xmin, 1] where for MSTW08 xmin = 10
−6 [38]. In
order to avoid uncontrolled extrapolation errors below
xmin, we impose the condition Aq + aq > 1/3, which also
grants that δq is evaluated at 1% accuracy. (According
to Ref. [42], the more stringent condition Aq + aq > 1 is
required to avoid a violation of the Burkardt-Cottingham
sum rule by an infinite amount.)
By inserting Eq. (8) in Eq. (7) and using the function
FSB listed in [35], the resulting expression can be eas-
ily transformed in Mellin space and evolved at LO [35].
When dealing with the ADIS of Eq. (1), the h1(x,Q
2
0) of
Eq. (7) is evolved using the HOPPET code [43] suitably ex-
tended to include LO chiral-odd splitting functions (and,
similarly, for H^1 [44]).
The statistical uncertainty of the global fit is stud-
ied using the same bootstrap method as in our previ-
ous fits [28, 29]. In the following, for a set of M repli-
cas of the data points the statistical error is constructed
by taking the central 90% of them, namely by reject-
ing the largest and smallest 5% of the M replicas for
each experimental bin. The theoretical result is obtained
by integrating the asymmetry over the bin width of the
displayed variable, after integrating over the full range
of the other ones. In the analysis of di-hadron e+e−
data, the Dq1 with q = u, d, s, c, is parametrized from
the PYTHIA yield at the BELLE kinematics [19] assum-
ing that Dg1(z,Mh;Q
2
0) = 0. We parametrize the er-
ror on the unconstrained Dg1 by computing the denomi-
nator D in Eq. (6) alternatively with Dg1(z,Mh;Q
2
0) =
Du1 (z,Mh;Q
2
0)/4, or D
u
1 (z,Mh;Q
2
0). We have verified
that these choices alter the χ2 of the e+e− fit in Ref. [19]
by 10-50%, keeping always χ2/d.o.f. . 2 . The number
M of replicas is fixed by reproducing the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the original data points. For each op-
tion, it turns out that 200 replicas are sufficient. Hence,
we have in total M = 600 replicas.
For a total of 46 bins and 10 free parameters, we reach
a global χ2/d.o.f. = 2.08 ± 0.09. The SIDIS data con-
tribute to the global χ2 by≈ 38%, most of which (≈ 76%)
coming from COMPASS data points, due to their smaller
errors. A significant amount (≈ 40%) is contributed to
the COMPASS χ2 budget by specific bins in the deuteron
kinematics. The remaining 62% of the global χ2 comes
from the STAR data and is dominated by the |PhT | bins
(≈ 70%), while the Mh bins contribute by ≈ 28% and
the η bins by a negligible ≈ 2%.
In Fig. 1, the transversity xh1 is displayed as a func-
tion of x at Q2 = 2.4 GeV2. The dark (blue) lines repre-
sent the Soffer bounds. The upper panel refers to the va-
lence up component. Here, the lighter band with dashed
borders corresponds to the 90% uncertainty band from
our previous fit with only SIDIS and e+e− data [29].
The darker band with solid borders is the 90% uncer-
tainty band from the new global fit discussed here, in-
cluding all options Dg1(Q
2
0) = 0, D
g
1(Q
2
0) = D
u
1 (Q
2
0)/4
and Dg1(Q
2
0) = D
u
1 (Q
2
0). However, the latter result is
insensitive to the various choices for Dg1(Q
2
0). There is
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FIG. 1. The transversity xh1 as a function of x at Q
2 = 2.4
GeV2. Dark (blue) lines represent the Soffer bounds. Dark
bands with solid borders for the global fit of this work includ-
ing all options Dg1(Q
2
0) = 0, D
u
1 (Q
2
0)/4 and D
u
1 (Q
2
0). (Top)
For valence up quark: comparison with our previous fit in
Ref. [29] (lighter band with dashed borders). (Bottom) For
valence down quark: comparison with this global fit with only
Dg1(Q
2
0) = 0 (hatched area with lighter borders).
an evident gain in precision by including also the STAR
data. The uncertainty of our previous fit in Ref. [29] (the
lighter band) is comparable to the one obtained from the
analysis of the Collins effect [10, 45]. Hence, we deduce
that the outcome of our global fit provides a substantial
increase in the precision on huv1 and on the related tensor
charge δu with respect to all the other phenomenological
extractions.
δq δq δq˜ gT
(Q2[ GeV2]) Q20 = 1 Q
2 = 4 Q2 = 10 Q2 = 4
up
down
0.43(11)
−0.12(28)
0.39(10)
−0.11(26)
0.32(8)
−0.10(22) 0.53(25)
TABLE I. The tensor charge δq, truncated tensor charge δq˜,
and isovector tensor charge gT at 90% confidence level (see
text).
The lower panel of Fig. 1 refers to the valence down
component. Again, the darker band with solid borders
corresponds to the 90% uncertainty band from the new
global fit including all options for Dg1(Q
2
0). The hatched
area with lighter borders shows how the result is modified
by including only the option Dg1(Q
2
0) = 0. At variance
with the up quark, the valence down component hdv1 is
sensitive to the Dg1 contribution to the cross section for
p-p collisions. Data on (pi+pi−) multiplicities in p-p col-
lisions would be very useful in constraining Dg1 . Finally,
we notice that the unnatural behavior of hdv1 at x & 0.1
obtained in Ref. [29] has disappeared. The few COMPASS
data points responsible for this anomalous trend [46] be-
come statistically less relevant when including the STAR
data, which in turn demonstrate their large impact on
our knowledge of transversity.
In order to compare with other results, we have cal-
culated at various scales the tensor charge δq and the
truncated tensor charge δq˜, which is obtained by restrict-
ing the integral in Eq. (9) to the experimental x range
[0.0065, 0.133]. The values at 90% confidence level are
listed in Tab. I. They are in very good agreement with
other phenomenological extractions [10], and seem com-
patible with lattice simulations for δd but not for δu
(see, e.g., Table IX in Ref. [47]). We have computed
also the isovector tensor charge gT ≡ δu − δd, whose
systematic errors of lattice calculations are under bet-
ter control. At Q2 = 4 GeV2, our result is again in very
good agreement with phenomenology (displaying a signif-
icantly smaller error with respect to our previous fit with
only di-hadron SIDIS and e+e− data [29]) but seems in-
compatible with most recent lattice simulations [10, 47].
Lately, the authors of Ref. [48] have published a Monte
Carlo re–analysis of the Collins effect supplemented by
lattice input for gT , showing that their result for gT is
compatible with some lattice calculations although their
numerical values for δu and δd turn out to be largely
incompatible. More work is needed along both lines
of improving the precision of phenomenological extrac-
tions and of benchmarking lattice simulations, because a
careful determination of gT is of paramount importance
in detecting BSM effects [1], e.g., in neutron β-decay,
where the experimental accuracy has now reached the
0.1% level [49].
In summary, we have presented an extraction of
transversity at leading order in the strong coupling con-
stant where, for the first time, we performed a global fit of
all data for azimuthal asymmetries in the semi-inclusive
production of charged pion pairs in deep-inelastic scat-
tering, electron-positron annihilation, and proton-proton
collisions. The uncertainty on the result for the valence
up quark is smaller than any previous extraction. The
large sensitivity of the valence down quark to the uncon-
strained gluon channel in di-hadron fragmentation calls
for data on pion pair multiplicities in proton-proton col-
lisions, which are still missing. The calculated isovector
tensor charge seems incompatible with most lattice cal-
culations.
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